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For a ring R, let G,,(R) denote its reduced Grothendieck group. The purpose 
of this note is to estahlish (i) every f.g. torsion, or torsion-free, Ahelian group 
is z) for some local Noetherian domain R, (ii) for every finitely generated 
Abelian group G, there exists a local Noetherian domain R for which G,,(R) is a 
finitely generated group H that contains a direct summand isomorphic to G. 
These are partial answers to the problem of Kaplansky: Given an Abelian 
group G, is there a local Noetherian domain R with G) = G ([2, p. 681). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a field. Denote by s the set {x, q,..., xy”} for some integer n > 2, and 
by Y the set {u, ZJ, uw, VW}, where x, y, u, U, w are algebraically independent over 
k. By k[s] we denote the ring k[x,..., xy”], by k[r] the ring k[u, o, uw, VW], and 
by k[r, S] the ring R[x ,..., xy”, U, n, uw, VW]. 
In a similar way we denote the ring R[r, ,..., rL1 , s1 ,..., s,], where ri denotes 
the set {ZQ , vi , uiwi , ZQW~}, and sj denote the set {xj , xjyj ... xjyp} for integers 
nj > 2, for all i, i = l,..., I*, and j, j = I,..., Y. 
Let ri = (2~~ , uJ, sj = {xj ,..y xjy;j--‘}, then these sets generate height one 
prime ideals in k[r, ,..., Y,, , s1 ,..., sy] = R. Let pi , oj denote the correponding 
valuation for i = I,..., p and j =x l,..., V. l’hen an element a: in K[x, ,..., x, , 
Y 1 >...,Y”, Ul ,..., u, I q ,..., v, 9 w1 ,..., w,J lies in R iff pi(~) ;A 0 and 
u,(a) > 0 for al i, i = I,..., p and allj,j = l,..., Y. 
The ring R is a Krull-domain, its class-group has the rz’s and sj’s as generators. 
The r(‘s generates a free-group on p-generators, and the sj’s generate &, Z/n,Z, 
whence C(R) = &, Z @I=, Z/nJ (see [4; 2, p. 64 ff] for details). In the ring 
k[s], s is a prime ideal, and the factor ring k[s]/(s) is isomorphic to a ring of 
polynomials in one variables. Let 7 denote the image of xy” in k[s]/(s), then 
C a& = 0 in k[s]/(s), with ai E k, implies an equation C u~(xY”)~ E s in k[s]. If 
u denotes the valuation corresponding to (s), then cr(xy”) = 0 (e.g., [4]), whence 
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u(C ai(. 0, unless all q’s arc zero. Furthermore, /z[s, li’,x] k[x, J’, I,‘s]. 
In the ring k[r], r is a prime ideal, and the factor ring k[~]j(r) is isomorphic 
to a ring of polynomials in two variables over k: Let 7 denote the image of ,x, 
and 5 the image of yzz in k[r]/(r). Let p denote the valuation corresponding to 
(r). Then p(.~c) :.= p(yz) = 0 (e.g., [4]), whence x a&{i -: 0 in rl<[l]/(r) implies 
C aij(.y:y(?lz)j E (r) in k[y], thus azj = 0, as claimed. 
Also (,v, .YZ) generates a prime ideal of height one in /s[T], and ~[Y]/(s, xz) is 
isomorphic to a ring of polynomials in two variables over k: The natural isomor- 
phism of k[s, J’, Z] onto k[r, XZ, ~/XI induces an automorphism of k[~] nhich is 
given by s + ,x, y -+ XZ, xu” t-t y, y: ++ ~‘2, whence (s, y) t-p (s, .xz). Therefore 
/~[T]/(A, J) is isomorphic to h[r]/( X, sz), hence the latter is isomorphic to a ring of 
polynomials in the images ofy andyz (in k[~]j(x, xz)) over h. 
Furthermore, k[s, 1 /xl =: k[x, y, z, 1 /xl. 
Recall that an element Y in a ring R is irreducible, if 1’ = sf, s, i E R implies 
that either s or t are units in R. The element Y E R is a prime element if the ideal 
(1.) it generates in R is a prime ideal. 
We denote by C(R) the ideal class group of the Krull domain R, we identify 
divisorial ideals with their images in C(R), and we write E for equality in C(R). 
For an height one prime ideal p in R we denote its symbolic powers (pR,)?& n R 
by P(?~). 
For a Soetherian ring, G,(R) denotes the Grothendieck group of the finitely 
generated R-modules, module the subgroup generated by [M] ~-- [M’] - [.W’] 
whenever there exists a short exact sequence 0 + 112’ -+ M---f M” -j 0. (see [3]) 
If R is a domain, the embedding 2 + G,(R) given by I tt [R] splits, and we get 
G,(R) = z @ 2 (see [3]). We refer to G as the reduced Grothendieck 
group. For a pair of Noetherian rings R, S, and an epimorphism R + S, there 
exists a natural map G,,(S) -+ G,,(R), and if S is a flat extension of R, then 
-6~~ S induces a map G,(R) + G,,(S), which is an epimorphism if S is a 
localization of R. Also, G,,(R) ‘u G,(R[x]) N GJR[x, 1 /x]) and the isomorphisms 
hold also for the reduced groups (see [3]). 
If 1 is a nilpotent ideal in the Noetherian ring R, then, using the filtering 
M r) 11111 I?:1T 3 ... 3 ItM = 0 one gets an isomorphism G,,(R) ‘V GJRjI). 
If R is a Dedekind dlmain, then G,(R) z C(R). We denote bp [M] the image 
of M in G, and we write [M] :-= [X] for equality in z. 
2. ~‘HE FINITE CYCLIC CASE 
Let k be a field and s : {X ,..., xy”} with TZ .-;: 2, let s == [s ,..., XJ*~ mll and CT 
the corresponding valuation. We start by analyzing the ring k[s] for its prime 
element, aiming at proving that k[s] can be localized at a set of prime element to a 
Dedekind domain. 
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LEMMA I. Let h E k[s] be any element, such that cw(h) = 0. If h is a prime 
element in k[x, y], then h is a prime element of k[s]. 
Proof. Letf, g E k[s] b e such thatf . g E (h). Then there exists an element H in 
k[s] for which fg = hH. Considering this relation in k[x,y], as h is a prime 
element in k[x, y], then say f = f ‘h, for some element f ’ E k[r, y]. Since u(f) = 
a(f’) -r a(h) = o(f’), it follows a(f’) > 0, whence f’ E h[s]. Consequently, if 
fx t (h) then f E (h) or else g E (h), hence h is a prime element. 
In particular this yields: 
COROLLARY 2. Let h E k[s] be an element whose constant term is nonzer’o. Then h 
is a product of prime elements of k[s]. 
Proof. Considering h in k[x, y], if h = 62r * h, , then both h, and 11, have 
nonzero constant terms, whence a(h,) < 0 and u(hJ < 0. Since 0 = n(h) -= 
u(h,) + u(hJ, it follows that a(h,) = a(h,) = 0, and in particular h, , h, E k[s]. 
Factoring h into its prime factors in k[x, y], the same line of reasoning, and 
Lemma 1 now yield the corollary as stated. 
This implies in particular that every prime ideal p in k[s], that contains an 
element h which has a nonzero constant term, contains a prime eiement of k[s]. 
Therefore, if n = (x,..., my”), n is a maximal ideal in k[s], and we have: 
PROPOSITION 3. The ying k[s], is a local Noetherian K&-domain whose ideal 
class group is isomorphic to ZjnZ. 
Proof. :%s k[s], is obtained from k[s] upon localizing at a set generated by 
prime elements, then C(k[s]) = C(k[s]), (e.g. [I, p. 143; 2, p. 361). But C(k[s]) 2~ 
Z/nZ (e.g., [4]). 
In order to show that k[s] has a Dedekind domain as its localization at a set of 
primes, it will suffice to further localize k[s], . Since k[s], is a local ring, and since 
C(K[s]“) = Z/nZ, k[s], is not a Dedekind domain. On the other hand, Krull- 
dimension k[s], < 2, whence Krull-dimension k[s], = 2. It will thus suffice 
to prove: 
Imwm 4. There exists a prime element of k[s] in n = (x,..., xy'"). 
Proof. We claim that 9 + xy” is a prime element of k[s]. This element is 
obviously an element in n. 
Note that the element x + y” is a prime element in K[x, y], and u(s ~- J”) = 
--n, where o is the valuation corresponding to s in k[s]. 
Let f . g G (~2 + xyn) in k[s], then f. g = (x2 -I- xy”) t h, for some 17 E k[s]. 
We may suppose (X + y”) divides f in k[x, y], say .f = (x + y’“) ‘f’. Since 
o(f) > 0, u(f’) > n, whence f’ E sfn). 
If s(‘~) = (x) we are done, for f’ E K[s], and f’ = xfN with fN E k[s]. whence 
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iI1. (X ~;- JP)X .f”, soft (x” ~; XV”) in k[s], and x2 + xy” is a prime element in 
s 
Therefore, in order to complete the proof of this lemma we need establish 
s(~‘) (s). We will prove a more general formula: 
LEMMA 5. Let (s) be the prime ideal in k[s], then s(J”Y+) ~~~ xy(s,..., q+~) for 
01 := 0, I,... and I 25 p ‘< n. 
I-‘roo& Let h E s(~‘~-~), then for each monomial +j that actually occurs in /l 
(that is, 12 C h.,fi~~~~8, and hIj f 0) we have G(+j) =_ ni - j ~2% na + p. Write 
j _ njl j, with 0 :< j, < n, then ni > ncy + njr + j, ,- /3 implies i .:. 
01 ~--jr --t 1. fn particular i ?--J; Write then “x”yj ~~~ (Xyn)jl(Cx:ilyj,), where 
I~ rim i -J; _a 0. Furthermore, nil i-j:, > TZU + /3. Hence we have i, t 
CC --‘- 1 > Y. Consequently, +vj ::= (xJ+)jl . X” (.$+) where 01 -~ i, =: i, . We 
have ni, - jz 3 p. Since jz < n and /3 3; vz, the inequality ni, - j, 2: 13 holds 
whenever i, 1‘: 2 or else i, = 1 and jz < n - /3. In the first case &yj E P(X) and 
in the second +$ E ZP(X~‘~), jz < n - p. The result thus follows as stated. 
We have thus established: 
PROIWSITIO~- 6. The ying D :-= k[s],,[l/(xz + xy’“)] is a Dedekind domain, and 
it is u localizntion of k[s] at a set generated by prime elements. In particular C(D) g 
C(k[s]) :> Z;nZ. 
We next aim at proving that GTk[s]J = Z/n2 we need: 
LE~IRIA 7. For the ring k[s] z*e haae [As] -7 i[s] in G%[s]). 
Proof. For each i, 2 :s< i < n, we have a short exact sequence: 
0 --+ aj + s(i 1 1) @ k[s] -T!, s(i) -+ 0 
whcrc ni( f CC_’ T) .= f 1~ y(,vy)“pi for eachf E sti ‘Al) and each Y E R. By Lemma 5, 
TT~ is an epimorphism, and ai g R(xy’“mi) n ~(~1-l). But g(xy+“) E s(~*-~J itf 
a(g(+l i)) ‘: i t I, and this inequality holds iff u(g) 3;. (i :- I) - u(.YJ~+~) mm 1, 
whence g t s. Whence ai g (sy” .i) s, and in G,(k[s]) we have [ai] = [s]. H! 
induction on i, we have in GT[s]) [ES(~)] == i[s]. As [s(‘“)] 7: n[s] m-z [(x)] -2 0 in 
G[s]), and as sci ‘0 w sci) by Lemma 5, the result follows for each 1’. 
We arc now ready to state the main result for the finite cyclic case: 
‘~HEOREJI 8. The local, Noetherian I&&domain k[s], has Z/nZfor its reduced 
Grothendieck group. The image of s in k[s], generates ?$$]J. 
I’voo~. By Proposition 3 k[s], is a local Noetherian Krull-domain with ideal 
class group generated by the image of s in k[s]” , and being isomorphic to Z/n%. 
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By Proposition 6, there exists an epimorphism G[s],,) --f Z/n,??, given by 
composing the epimorphism G[s],) --t G>) with the isomorphism Gz) M 
C(D). 
Consider the epimorphism n: Gz[.r]) -+ Go(k[s, l/x]). Since Fz[s, 1 /x] = 
k[x,y, l/x], G,(R[s, l/x]) = 2, and G,(k[s, I/X ) = 0. The kernel of r is 
generated by finitely generated modules M over k[s], for which xtM = 0 for 
some integer t. Considering the filtration MT) SM 3 s(Z)&‘3 ... 3 stnt)M = 0, 
the kernel is generated by finitely generated modules M over k[s], for 
which sM z 0. Since k[s]/(s) is isomorphic to a ring of polynomials 
over R, we have the kernel of v generated by modules M, for which 
[Ml == 4Wl - E(s)13 in GVW f or a suitable integer 01. Therefore, G,(k[s]) 
is generated by [K[s]] and [s], andzi[ 1) . g s 1s enerated by [s]. By Lemma 7, the 
map s t+ [s] defines a homomorphism from Z/n2 onto ??&s]). We have there- 
for a sequence of epimorphisms: 
Z/nZ -+ G[s]) -+ G[s]J + G>) -+ Z:‘nZ 
whence they are all isomorphisms, and the result follows. 
One can prove a stronger result, independent of Theorem 8, whose proof 
seems to be interesting in itself: 
THEOREM 9. Let R = k[s], , then the mapping a + D(a), associating to each 
ideal a in R the smallest divisorial ideal D(a) that contains a, is a well-dejined 
isomorphism of G,,(R) onto C(R). 
Proof. We prove first [nR] = 0 in G,(R): Consider the short exact sequence: 
O+a+s@RSnR+O, 
given by ~(0 + Y) = 0 + r(xy”) for 0 E s and Y E R. Then a w R(xyn) n s = 
(my”) s because u(xy”) = 0, where CJ is the valuation corresponding to s. Thus 
~(xy”) E s iff U(T) > I that is iff Y E s. Hence in Gz) we have [nR] = 0. Con- 
sequently, for every R-module M for which (nR)tM = 0 we have [M] = 0 in 
G(R). 
Since in R, nR is the unique maximal ideal, and since the Krull-dimension of 
R equals 2, every ideal a in R decomposes as a = a, n d, , where a, is 
nR-primary and d, is a divisorial ideal (if a = a, we write d, = R, and if a is 
divisorial, we write a = d,). We have D(a) = d, . 
By the above reasoning, we have proved our claim in case a = a, . It is an 
obvious claim for a == d, , in view of Proposition 6. 
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In case a = a, n d, if the decomposition is not trivial (that is a -r.’ a, and 
a f d,), then we have that d,/(a, n d,) is annihilated by some power of nR, 
whence [dJ(a, n d,)] ~7 0 in G), or [d,] == [a, n d,] = [a] as stated. 
Let p1 ,..., p+ be height one prime ideals (distinct), and n1 ,..., rzt integers. 
If t > 2, then (prp’ n ... n pint) , pyl)) must be nR-primary, for nR is the only 
prime that contains this ideal. Consequently, [(prz’ n ... n pint’, p:“l’)] 0 in 
G,(R). From the isomorphism 
it follows that in Gz) we have the equality [pyl) n .‘. n pjJ1f)] = [prl’] 
[ppg) n ... n pint)] whence by induction we have [p;‘l n ‘.. n pi”t)] = 
[p:“l’] L ... + [pi”t’]. Since C(R) is generated by s, we have for every height one 
prime ideal p, an integer v for which p scyJ, whence [p] = V[S] in G,,(R), 
whence ~(“1 z sCo”) implying [p’“)] -- w[s] m-7 0l[p] in G,(R). Rv Theorem 8 we -’ _ 
know that s + [s] induces an isomorphism between C(R) and GTR), n-hence 
.--0 
a ++ D(a) induces an isomorphism of G,(R) and C(R). 
One could also argue using Theorem 8 and Proposition 6, that under R c-> D 
every ideal a has for its image the smallest divisorial ideal that contains a, 
whenever a is not a principal ideal. 
For the general finite case, let us consider rings of type A, that is, let .J 
k[x, )...) xt ) x1 .” s, y,, .) xl”1 XI’ y”]. By properly choosing the generators 
(X;“l “’ .qy”~},,,&..,72 we can get a Krull-domain A (e.g., [4]). There exists t 
valuation 0r ,..,, gt for which o!(y) < 0, and ui(xj) = G,j~i for I SC i SC j < f. 
Furthermore, A =: K[x, ... x1 , r] n il,1 n .‘. n 9,t , 
The rings A, ~~ KJx, ,JJ] n -4,, , where Ki is the field of fractions in all 
x1 ,..., xt except X, , are of the type we have first discussed. In particular, Gzii) 
is cyclic of order si , and has [(xi , XtJ’ )...) Xi> ASP-‘)] as a generator, where si is a 
suitable integer, and may be chosen in advance arbitrarily (For the complete 
study of these types of rings we refer to [4]). 
In particular, there results an epimorphism G) - ai=, Gzi). 
Note that we can localize .4 at the prime ideal n consisting of all polynomials 
with zero constant term, and we get G”) --t C& G*)“.-where ni denotes 
the prime ideal in A, generated by polynomials in (xi , yij with zern constant 
term. Furthermore by the previous discussion Gsl) = Gz,)“” . 
,-, .- 
PROPOSITION 10. With the above notations, G&4,) =~= & G,(A,), 7 ’ 
whenever sI ... sI . 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on t. We claim that the sequence 
is exact. By the previous discussion we can argue about the rings themselves 
rather than their localizations. Obviously the claim holds for t = 1. Consider 
the localization A[1 /xJ. Since 
A4[l;x,] = h[x, )...) Xt , x2 ... xty )..., xi? ‘.. .qv”][x, ) l,‘s,], 
then as far as Gz[l/~,]) is concerned, we have MGyi[l/.~,]) =I @i=, GG,) by 
the induction hypothesis. The kernel of Gz) .-’ - G,(A[l ix]) is generated by 
finitely generated R-modules M for which xM = 0. 
.4s sr > si for i = l,..., t, then if m, denotes the height one prime {Y j (rI(y) > Oj, 
then A/m, is generated over K by x2 ,..., st ,pxIy ~1, wherep is a suitable monomial 
In x2 ,..., .yt . This is a consequence of the general theory as developed in [4]. 
Consequently, A/m, is a ring of polynomials, whence Gz/mr) z= 0 (e.g., [3]). 
In particular, [m,] generates the kernel of the epimorphism Gz) + GTi[ 1 /XI). 
As is Lemma 7, [mf)] = ;[m,] and sr[m,] = 0 in GA). This follows as there, 
noting that n = s1 in this case [4]. 
Since G) ++ @,‘=,Gi) -+ 0 is exact, it follows that G) := 
O:=, Gzi,. 
We have thus established: I 
THEOREM II. For eaer-v$nite group G, there exists a local Xoetherian Krull- 
domain A, fey which Gz) s. G. Furthermore, we may choose A so that C(A) 21 G, 
and the map d - [d] is a well-dejked isomorphism of C(A) onto CT>), whose 
inverse is induced by [a] -+ D(a) where D(a) is the smallest divisorial ideal that 
contains the ideal a. 
3. THE INFINITE CYCLIC CASE 
Let 12 be a field, let Y = {x, y, xz, yz}, let R = k[r], let r = {x, y>, r’ = [x, xzj, 
and let p be the valuation corresponding to Y. We proceed as in Section 2, 
analyzing the ring k[r] for its prime elements, aiming at proving that R[r] can be 
localized at a set of prime elements to a Dedekind domain. 
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LEMMA 12. Let h E k[r] be any element, such that p(h) == 0. If h is a prime 
element in k[x, y, z] then h is a prime element of k[r]. 
Th e proof is similar to that of Lemma 1. Also the proof of the following 
corollary resembles the proof of Corollary 2. 
CoRoLl.ARY 13. Let h E k[y] be an element whose constant term is nonzevo. 
Then h is a product of prime elements qf k[r]. 
Therefore, every prime ideal p in k[r], that contains an element h which has a 
nonzero constant term, contains a prime element of k[r]. 
From which, if n =~- (.I-, y, sz, yz) then n is a maximal ideal in k[r], and we 
derive it in a similar way to Proposition 3: 
PROPOSITIOIX 14. The ring k[r], is a local 1Voetheyian Krull-domain, whose 
ideal class group is isomorphic to Z. 
For the ideal (x, y) in k[r], we have the following: 
LEMMA 15. (x, y)(i) = (x, y)” and [(x, Y)(~)] = i[(x, y)], the first being 
--’ 
equality of ideals in k[r], the second being an equality in G,(k[r]). 
Proof. consider C a,,x%ya in k[r], with uaB being polynomials in xz and ya 
with coefficients in h. Since p(a,& =L 0, and since p(C a,,xUyB) > i iff 
C a,,xyfl E ro), it follows that C a,,xayfl E hi) iff a: + /3 ZS i, whence C a,,sRyi3 E 
(x, y)“. That ri C r(i) is obvious, whence rci) = ri as stated. 
Yext, consider the short exact sequence for i ‘z- I 
where +f ~-~ g) f .v 1 g y for s, f E (s, Y)~. Then a c X(X, J,)~ n -v(s, y)‘. 
However, xf = ??,g for f, g E (x, Y)~ implies that .r divides g in k[r], g = x$, and 
.-. 
g’ E (x, y)i-l. Whence a = X(X, ~)~-l, and in G,(k[y]) u-e have 
where [(x, y)“] : = [R] = 0. By induction this yields [(s, y’] = i[(x, y)] as stated. 
We proceed to show that k[Fln can be localized at a set of prime elements to a 
Dedekind domain. 
As we are interested in localizations of k[r]” , WC aim at studying primes of 
k[y] that consists entirely of elements without constant terms. 
Observe that k[x, ~21 naturally embeds in k[r], and we identify it in the obvious 
way with its image. 
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LEMMA 16. Let p # 0 be a prime ideal in k[r]. If p n k[x, y] = 0, then height 
p = 1. 
Proof. Since p = pk[r], n k[r], and since p n k(x, y) = 0, it follows that 
k[r], 3 /z(x, -y)[z], whence k[r], is necessarily a localization of k(x, ~)[.a], therefore 
it is a discrete valuation ring, whence height p = 1 in k[r]. 
We next investigate the prime that properly contains the prime ideal r = (x, y): 
LEMMA 17. Every prime ideal p in k[r] that properly contains (x, y), contains a 
prime element of k[r]. 
Proqf. By Corollary 13 we may assume that for every h E p, the constant 
term of h is zero, for otherwise we are done. 
Let u E p be any element with u + (x, y). Then z actually occurs in U. If we 
write u ~~- IL,, k zur , where u,, E k[x, y], ur E k[x, y, x], then u0 E p, whence 
xul E p. Suppose we choose u so that the degree of z is smallest possible, then 
either u1 $ p or else ur E k[x, y]. 
If ur # p, then (xz)q = x(x%) E p, whence xx E p. The element y + XX is a 
prime element of k[x, y, .z] for which p(y + XZ) = 0, whence by Lemma 12, 
y t- xz is a prime element in p. 
If u1 E k[x, y], and since xur $ (x, y), it follows that ur = u; + U; , where U; is 
linear in s, y and U; contains higher degree terms. As u E k[r] and z 6 k[r], uI 
has no constant term. From which ul;z E (x, y), and u;.a E p and u;.z $ (x, y). 
There exists elements a, b E k so that U; = ax + by, whence (ax + by)z E p and 
(ax + /JT)UI 6 (s, y). If we choose elements c, d E k so that ad - bc # 0, then 
cx j. dy (ax I- by)z up, p[(cx + dy -f (ax $- by)z)] = 0 and cs + dy ;- 
(ax + by)z is a prime element in k[x, y, z], whence a prime element in k[r]. 
By the automorphism of k[x, y, XX, yz] interchanging y and xx, and by the 
symmetry of s and y we have: 
COROI,L.IRP 18. Every prime ideal p in k[r] that properly contains (x, XZ) OY 
(y, yz) contains a prime element of k[r], and every prime ideal p f 0 fey which 
p n k[m, .x.z] my 0, OY p n k[y, yz] := 0 is an height one prime ideal in k[r]. 
If p n k[s, ~1 += 0, then p contains a prime element of k[x, y] which is not 
necessarily a prime element in k[r]. Similar remarks hold for p n k[x, XZ] and 
p n k[?l, yz]. 
We can now derive the embedding of k[s], in a Dedekind domain, by localizing 
at a set of prime elements: 
PROPOSITION 19. Let D be the localization of k[r], at the set of all prime 
elements of k[v]. Then D is a Dedekind domain, and C(D) ny C(k[s],) e 2. 
Proof. It will suffice to prove that every prime p in k[r] that consists entirely 
of elements with zero constant term, for which height p ;> I, contains a prime 
element in k[r]. 
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By Lemma I6 and Corollary 18 we may assume the existence of non-zero 
elements n E k[x, y], b E h[.r, XZ], and c E k[y, yz], a, b, c E p, and N, /I, c are prime 
elements in k[s, y], k[x, XZ], and k[y, yz], respectively. 
If p(b) # 0, then b = sb’ and p(b) - I m= p(b’) > 0, so necessarily h’ E /z, and 
we may assume b = s. 
In a-similar way, if p(c) =,= 0, we may assume c 7-z y. Hence p II (x, y) and 
we are done by Lemma 17. Otherwise, p(b ( c) 7 0. 
Suppose b + c : f. g in k[x, y, z] and write f = f’ I $“, g g’ zcg”, 
f’, g’ E k[y, z], f”, g” E k[s, y, z]. Then we have f’ .f’ g’ c. If we always 
havef’, g’ E k[~] wc are done; for thenf’, g’ E k[y, yz] hence, sayj’ c ii, in which 
casefis a product of prime elements in k[r] by (:orollary 13. 
If g == g1 ga , then we have b + c -= (fgl) g2, and under thf: cstra hypo- 
thesis, either g9 or g, have a nonzero constant term. As p(b + c) 0, if.f and gl 
have a nonzero constant term, then p(gJ ==: 0. Using induction hy I,emma 12 
and Corollary 13, it follows that b + c is a product of prime elements of h[r]. 
If f’ $ R, then for some integer m, .f’ ~~~ f?~ and g’ g’.\I”‘, w-here f *, 
g* E k[y, z]. It follows that c -=. f’g’ = (y.z)1’l(f*g*), and asp(Fz) 0, it results 
that p(f*g*) -= 0 from which it follows thatf*g* E k[r], thus,f”. ,g’ E h[:v, JVZ]. 
But, _vz E k[~c, JZ] and c is prime in k[y, y.z], when yz E p. 
Arguing in a similar way about b -t c, this time decomposing ,f .f’ ?!f ” > 
g = g’ I- ??/=“, f’, R’ in k[2c, z] and .f”, $’ in k[r, y, z], we achieve either a prime 
element in p or else Xu” E p. 
Thus, we’ll be done if we can show that a prime p that properly contains 
( .‘cz,yz) contains a prime element. But this follow from Lemma 17 and the 
automorphism of k[.v, y, XZ, yz] induced by the natural isomorphism of k[.r, y, z] 
onto K[xz, JQ, 1 jz], which interchanges the ideals (x, y) and (XZ, yz). 
This proves that every prime ideal of h[r] of height at least two contains a prime 
element. By C’orollary 13, D is a localization of k[~]” . Whence II is a localization 
of k[/*]” at a set of prime elements as stated. 
In particular C(D) 2 C(k[s],) = Z (see [2, 4]), and (x, y) is ;I generator fol 
CWI”). 
\\‘e can now state the main theorem for the infinite cyclic case: 
,-. 
THEOREM 20. Let R = k[r]” , then G,(R) e %, and(r), generutes c%). 
Proof. By Proposition 19 there exists a Dedekind domain II such that 
k[y] C R C D, D is a localization of k[~] at a set of prime elements. consider the 
induced map n on the reduced Grothendieck groups of the localization lt[r] ,C--F 
k[r, 11.~1. Since k[r, 1 Is] --= k[x, y, z, 1 ix], G,(k[r]) a ker x. But ker = is generated 
by finitely generated k[r]-modules M for which XM 0. C’onsidcr the exact 
sequence 
0 -+ 61’ -* -II JL ?,.\I - 0. 
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Then in G$[Y]) we have [M] = [M’] $ [yM]. As XIII’ C xM = 0, and 
yM’ : 0, we have rM’ = 0, whence M’ is k[r]/(r)-module. But K[r]/(r) is a 
ring of polynomials in two variables, whence, for some integer h we have [M’] = 
h[k[r]/(r)] = = --h[(r)], the first equality is induced by k[r] + k[r]/(r), and the 
second holds in Gz[r]). 
As yMC ,\f, x(yM) = 0, and as (xz)y = x(yz) we have (xz)(yM) = 
(yz)(xM) :m 0, thus y&I is annihilated by (x, xz) = r. Again k[r]/(r) is a ring of 
polynomials in two variables and we derive as before [yM] = --h’[(r)] for a 
suitable integer 12’. 
Whence, [(r)] and [(r)] generates G[[r]). 
Consider the exact sequence 
O+b-+r@R+(x,y,sz)+O 
given by embedding r in (x, y, NZ) and sending a E R to a(xy), then b = (r) n 
R(xz). For n E R, a(xz) E r iff a E r because r is a prime ideal, sob e (x.z) . (r), 
and consequently, in Gz), [(x, y, xz)] = 0. 
Consider the exact sequence 
0 + c + r @ r -+ (x, y, xx) ---f 0. 
Then c = r n r = (x), whence in G), [r] + [r] = 0, and therefore, [r] 
-, 
generates G,(R). By Lemma 15, the map 2 + G,,(R) given by 1 ++ [r], is a well- 
defined epimorphism. We therefore have the following epimorphisms 
2 -+ ‘caii;) -+ G[[r],) ---f Gz) + C(D) 
and C(D) z 2, given by I tt [(r)] tt [(r),] + [(r),] H 1, where A is the set at 
which we localize R to get D. Hence all maps are isomorphism, G,,(k[r],) m 2, 
and [(r),] generates GT[r]J. 
This proof yields even a stronger result, as the homomorphisms carry divisorial 
ideals into divisorial ideals, namely, 
THEOREM 21. Let R := k[r], , then the mapping a ----f D(a) associating to each 
ideal a in R, the smallest divisorial ideal D(a) containing it, is a well-defined 
isomorphism of G,(R) onto C(R). 
A direct proof that is independent of Theorem 20 seems harder to get in this 
case (compare with the finite cyclic group). 
For the general finitely generated torsion-free case, let us consider rings of 
type B, that is, let B = B, = K[x, ,..., x, , x1 ... x,-rz, x,z]. Then (xr , x,) == 
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m, ,..., (x,+~ , x,) = rnTLP1 are height one prime ideals in B, Bml are discrete 
valuation rings, and B -= k[x, ,..., xTL , z] n Bml n ... n B, 
n-1 There exists 
(n - I) valuations, p1 ,..., pnpl given by pi(z) = - I, p,(x,) = 0, pi(~vj) ~. Sij for 
1 < i \<j < (n - I). 
Assume G,(B,,) : &~~ Z. This was proved for n = 2, as in this case 
B, = k[x, , x2 , x1x, x~z]. 
Note that B,[l/xJ e B,_,[xl , I/xJ, and as we argued earlier, one can 
localize at the prime ideal consisting of all polynomials with zero constant term 
without affecting g(--). This process also does not affect the class group. 
PROPOSITION 22. B, is a AVoet?zerian Krull-domain, with GTi,) ‘v I&,’ Z 
f or n > 2. 
Proof. As we have already established this result for n = 2, we may proceed 
by induction. 
Consider the epimorphism .6$.) .-’ --) Go(B,[l/xl]). The kernel of this epimor- 
phism is generated by modules M for which x,&Z = 0. Consider 0 --r M’ - 
M --+m x,fid+ 0, then M’ is annihilated by a := (x1 , xJ, and x,M is annihilated 
by b = (x1 , X~ ,..., .Y,_~z). The ring B,/b is a ring of polynomials in the images 
of X2 ,..., LY”, ) X,X, over k, as every element in b vanishes at ,yl = 0. Whence 
[xnM] = h[b] in I;o(ii,,), f or a suitable integer h. Furthermore, the natural 
isomorphismK[x, ,..., ,x,~ , 21 --f k[~, ,..., x,~ 1 , S, ... x,-~z, X,/X, ... .x.,~~J induces 
an automorphism of B,, that interchanges x-^, and x1 ... x*,-~z, whence B,Ja is 
a ring of polynomials over h. In particular, [M’] == f [a] in 6,$,) for a suitable 
integer f. 
Since a is a prime ideal, and since x1 ... .x,~~z $ a, we have (x1 ... .Y,~-+) n a =- 
(x1 ... x,-~,z) a. Whence (x1 ... x,_~z, a)/a F= (x1 ... x,~~,z)/(x~ ... x,_~z) . a, and 
in Gzn) we have [(x1 ... .x,~~~z, a)] = 0. The exact sequence 
O--tanb-taOb~(r,...x,_,x,a)~O 
thus yields in G&R,): [a] L [b] = [a n b]. But [a n b] = [(x1)] = 0. (‘onse- 
quently, the kernel is generated by a single element, whence cyclic. There result 
the exact sequence: 
Z - G,,(B,) ---f G,,(B,[l &I) - 0; (*) 
before applying the induction hypothesis note that B$ = B,[xiiu], where 
u == x1 ... x,_~ , for i = l,..., n - 1 is a localization of B, , and BT is an 
extension of k[x, , x, , xiz, .1c,z] by elements of the form xj , l/xj for j f i, 
1 < j .< n - 1. In particular, G&B:) = Z. By Theorem 20 it follows that 
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0::: Gzf) N 0::. Z and that Gz,J -+ 0;:; Gzf) is an epimorphism. 
That together with the induction hypothesis and the exact sequence (*) yield the 
isomorphism G&J s By=;’ 2 as stated. 
We may therefore conclude 
THEOREM 23. For every finitely generated torsion-free group G, there exists 
a local Noetherian Krull-domain B for which GTB) w G. Furthermore, we may 
choose B so that C(B) NN G, and the map [a] ---f D(a) where D(a) is the smallest 
divisorial ideal that contains the ideal a induces an isomorphism of G,(B) onto C(B). 
4. THE GENERAL CASE 
Let k be a field, let ri = {ui , vi, uiwi , viwi} for i = I,..., /.L, and sj = 
{xi , xjyi ,..., xjyyf} forj = l,..., V. These notations includes the obvious settings 
for ,U = 0 or v = 0; also to avoid trivial cases we let nj > 2 for allfs,j = I,..., V. 
We let R = k[r, ,..., r, , s1 ,..., sy] and we assume that all the variables that 
. . 
appears are drstmct, wrthout relations, that is, the ring T generated over k by 
all xj , yj , ui , zli , wi is a ring of polynomials in 2v + 3~ variables over k. 
In R, ri = (ui , vi}, sj = {xi ,..., xj$-‘} g enerate height one prime ideals. The 
ring R is a Krull-domain whose class-group is @y=, 2 @;=r Z/n&’ (e.g., [2, 41). 
Denote by pi(uj) the valuations corresponding to ri(sj) for i = I,..., TV 
(j = I,..., v). Then an element t E Tis in R iff pi(t) 3 0, oj(t) 3 0 for i = l,..., p 
and j = I,..., v. 
Denote for all i, i = l,..., p, ri = (ui , uiwi). 
Let u be the product of ur ,..., u, , and let x be the product of x1 ,..., x, . Let 
x = xu, then Z/X? , z/ui are elements of R for each i = I ,..., TV and j = l,..., v. 
The ring R: = R[x,/z] is a localization of a ring of polynomials in 2v + 3~ - 2 
variables over k[s,], for j = I,..., v and the ring RI = R[uJz] is a localization of a 
ring of polynomials in 2v + 3~ - 3 variables over k[r<]. The localizations are at 
xj/z and u,jz respectively. 
There results epimorphisms Gz) + Gj) and Gz) + G%i!) for 
i = I ,..., p and j = I,..., v. Since [(rJJ, [(So)] generate G:), (G;)), it 
follows that the homomorphism G,,(R) --f &, G,(Rj) @b, G,(R;) is an 
epimorphism. 
Since for each i = I,..., p and j = l,..., v, car) = 2 by Theorem 18 and 
G,,(R;) = Z/nJ by Theorem 8, we have: 
LEMMA 20. There exists an epimorphism G,,(R) -+ @r=, Z @;=l Z/nJ. 
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We aim at showing that one can localize at the maximal ideal of R generated 
by all elements with zero constant term and still obtain the same conclusion 
about the localized ring as we got in Lemma 20 for R. 
This conclusion may be derived in a similar way to the way we argued in the 
cyclic cases: 
LElWW 2 1 . An element t E R which is irreducible in T and fey which pi(t) 
aj(t) = 0 fey i == I ,..., p, j -= l,..., v, is a prime element of R. 
LEMMA 22. An element t E R which has a nonzero constant term is the product 
of prime elements in R. 
If n is the maximal ideal generated by the elements in R whose constant term 
is zero, then R, may be further localized to (Ii”): and (R,); as above. In fact, 
we do not lose anything as far as the reduced Grothendieck groups is concerned 
if we localize RI (R;) at all nonzero polynomials in all variables except those 
involved in {fi (sj). 
Therefore, we have: 
PROPOSITION 23. The ring R, is a local Noetherian domain and there exists an 
-I 
epimorphism G,(R,) ---f Or.-, Z @I==, Z/n+Z. 
\Ve proceed to prove that this last epimorphism splits. To this extent, we 
observe that k[~;] (k[s,]) naturally embed in R for each i, and R is a flat extension 
of it. The same remarks pass to k[~& , (k[sJ,;), where n: (n;) are the corre- 
sponding maximal ideal, with respect to R, . There result homomorphisms 
G<i[rJ”;) ---f G,,) and G[s+~ CR,) for i = l,..., p and j : 1 ,..., V, 
whence a homomorphism @L, Ga(k[r&) @)_t Giq],,;) + G>J which, 
when composed with the previous epimorphism, yields a splitting, hence we 
established: 
‘I‘HEOREM 24. The ?,iz,g R,, is a local 1Voetherian f&&domain for which 
?z&) contains a direct-summand isomo@c to Ey=_, Z si=, Z:n,Z. 
-1 
\Ve intend to show that G,,(R) is a finitely generated group. To this extend 
one can use induction, as this claim was proved for p + v = 1. 
--. 
In fact if we consider the epimorphism G,(R) ---f zii;) or Gz) -+ G$R;), 
its kernel is generated by R/(r,) and R/(rJ modules in the first case, and by 
R/(s,) modules in the second case. But R/(r,), R/(rJ, and R!(s,) are rings of 
polynomials over k[r, ,..., fi ,..., rW , si ,..., sy] and k[r, ... I’, , s1 ,..., fj ,..., s,], 
respectively. Applying the induction hypothesis to R/(ri), R/(r& or R/(sj) as the 
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case is, the result follows, as G:) and Gz;) are cyclic. The epimorphism 
G,(R) ---f G,J yields: 
THEOREM 25. The ring R, is a local Noetherian K&l-domain for which 
G,(R,) is a finitely generated group that contains a direct-summand isomorphic to 
@yzl 2 @;=, Z/nJ. 
An interesting problem seems to be: Is the localization of R, at its prime 
elements a Dedekind domain? 
One can refine this result, and show that if p = 0, G”) is a finite group whose 
exponent is bounded by the exponent of @;=r Z/nJ. 
Also, if we start with k to be a Noetherian ring that contains a subfieldF, then 
there will result a splitting of & 2 @I=, Z/njZ @ G6i;;, in G), and if k is a 
local domain we get the splitting in G%J, where n consists of polynomials 
whose constant term is not invertible in K. 
The rings we studied in Sections 2 and 3 all share the common property of 
having their reduced Grothendieck group naturally isomorphic to their class 
group. Hence, these rings form a natural extension of Dedekind domains. It 
seems interesting to find out whether these type of rings may be localized at a 
set of prime elements to yield a Dedekind domain. 
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